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President’s Message
Lynn Columba

Figure 1. Standards for Mathematical Practice.

Other Names for Mathematical Discourse. In exchanges with teachers in many different classrooms, I
have noticed a variety of names for mathematical discourse. A few of these are: math-talk, dialogic,
teacher-student interaction, student-student interaction, accountable talk, math conversations, classroom
discussions, dialogue, math expressions, sharing strategies, and think like mathematicians. No matter what
you call it, start the conversation and establish a discourse-rich mathematics learning community.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: See as a child sees—the joy, the wonder, the hope.

Dear PCTM Members:
As you begin your summer, I invite you to take some time to reflect on mathematical discourse in your
classroom. What strategies are successful to support intentional math-talk? What types of purposeful
math-talk engage your students—collaborative tasks, guided instruction, teacher modeling, or intentional
tasks? Is your classroom a math-talk learning community, a helping community, where inquiry and
meaning-making are nurtured, and everyone is a teacher and learner?
Why mathematical discourse? Vygotsky (1962) suggested that thinking develops into words in a number of
phases, moving from imaging to inner speech to inner speaking to speech. Tracing this idea backward,
speech—talk—is the representation of thinking. In the Common Core State Standards’ Mathematical Practice
Number 3 states, “Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.” See Figure 1.
Mathematically proficient students understand and use stated assumptions, definitions, and previously
established results in constructing arguments. They make conjectures and build a logical progression of
statements to explore the truth of their conjectures. They are able to analyze situations by breaking them into
cases, and can recognize and use counterexamples. They justify their conclusions, communicate them to
others, and respond to the arguments of others. (2010, p. 6) In other words—talk and explain in the
mathematics classroom.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Taxation: Plucking the goose to get the most feathers with the least hissing.

Defining Mathematical Discourse. Similar to the many different names
for mathematical discourse, there are many different definitions. One of
my favorite definitions: Discourse, “math-talk,” or intentional talk
orchestrates instruction in which young learners are challenged by asking
them to clarify and justify their ideas and to express their mathematical
thinking. Knowing what to do with students’ ideas and teaching children
how to meaningfully participate in discussions by identifying a goal and
then understand how to structure and facilitate the conversation to meet
that goal (Kazemi & Hintz, 2014). Another favorite: An interactive and
sustained discourse of a dialogic nature between teachers and students
aligned to the content of the lesson that addresses specific student
learning issues (Piccolo, Harbaugh, Carter, Capraro, & Capraro, 2008, p.
378). The commonalities in these two definitions are that the math-talk
is intentional and purposeful allowing students to think and communicate
mathematically.
Resources to Support Mathematical Discussions. Making Number
Talks Matter (2015) is designed to help teachers learn to enact Number
Talks in ways that bring student thinking to the focus in their classrooms.
Cathy Humphreys, a doctoral student at Stanford University, and Ruth
Parker, the CEO of the Mathematic Education Collaborative, present a
short, fifteen-minute routine called Number Talks to help students take
back the power of their own reasoning. During a brief daily practice,
Number Talks engage students in mentally solving computation problems
and talking about their strategies as a way to transform teaching and
learning in their mathematics classrooms. Throughout the book,
Humphreys and Parker offer many practical ideas for using Number Talks
to help students reason mathematically. Even though Number Talks have
a predictable routine, there is not a set route to follow.
Getting Number Talks Started, Chapter 2, Humphreys and Parker state there is no “right” place to start, but
recommend the following thoughts for the journey:
 Being comfortable with plenty of wait time.
 Practicing “graduate pressing.”
 Thinking together.
 Learning to listen.
 Doing Number Talks regularly.
 Encouraging clarity of academic language during students’ sharing.
 Recording thinking.
 Trying to get students to talk to one another without going through you.
 Making the most of multiple answers.
 Helping students learn to express themselves more clearly.
 Having a backup plan in place.
 Knowing when it’s okay to share your way of thinking during Number Talks.
 Nudging students to move beyond traditional algorithms. (pp. 18-24)
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Final Thoughts. Our goal when implementing mathematical discourse is to create a nurturing,
meaning-making math-talk community. In this welcoming community everyone is a teacher and a learner
where we, as teachers, enhance everyone’s mathematical understanding, competence and confidence. As part
of your summer plans, please register for the PCTM 66th Annual Conference, August 2-3, at the Hilton
Harrisburg in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. The PCTM conference program offers many energizing and
innovative sessions to prepare you for the new school year and we can continue the conversation about
math-talk.
See you in Harrisburg, August 2-3!
Lynn Columba
PCTM President
References
Curriculum Associates. (2016). 100 questions that promote mathematical discourse. Ready Mathematics.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: More knowledge enters your head through open ears than through an open mouth.

100 Questions that Promote Mathematical Discourse (Curriculum Associates, 2016) provided questions
that help students to:
 Work together to make sense of mathematics;
 Rely more on themselves to determine whether something is mathematically correct;
 Reason mathematically;
 Evaluate their own processes/engage in productive peer interaction;
 Problem comprehension;
 Connect mathematics, its ideas, and its applications;
 Persevere;
 Focus on the mathematics from activities; and,
 Conjecture, invent, and solve problems.

PA Mathematics Education Coalition Corner

FRINGE THOUGHT: A house is built by human hands, but a home is built by human hearts.

Kate Remillard
The Every Student Succeeds Act eliminates highly qualified teacher requirements and removes federal
oversight of how educators are evaluated. States will have flexibility in designing an evaluation system
without the need for a federal waiver. However, in Pennsylvania, state-level requirements tying educator
evaluation to student performance on standardized tests still remain under ACT 82 of 2012. A change in law
would be necessary in order to revise or develop a new evaluation system (changing or eradicating PVAAS
[Pennsylvania Value-Added Assessment System]). PDE is interested in opening a discussion with lawmakers
and stakeholders about modifications to Act 82. The PA Math Ed Coalition has created a form letter, based on
NCTM’s Position on Evaluation of Teachers, which you can sign and send to your state representative and
senator in support of modifying Act 82 of 2012.
To download the form letter visit the PCTM Website and click on the Members Only tab (username:
member and password: mF7eoG).
If you would like more information on the Math Ed. Coalition or would like to become involved in the

FIND YOUR ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES:
STATE: http://www.legis.state.pa.us/
NATIONAL: https://www.usa.gov/elected-officials

PA Mathematics Education Coalition
The newly formed PA Mathematics Education Coalition aims to inform state and local
policymakers and the public on all aspects of high-quality mathematics education and to
advocate for policies that will improve mathematics education at every level. Coalition partners
include the Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics [PCTM], Pennsylvania
Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators [PAMTE], and Pennsylvania Council of
Leaders of Mathematics [PCLM].
Math Ed. Coalition, please contact Kate Remillard (kremillard@francis.edu).
Katherine Remillard is a
faculty member at Saint
Francis University. She
is President of the
LHMA.
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(Month) (Day) (Year)

The Honorable (First name) (Last name)
Address Line 1
Address Line 2

RE: Act 82 of 2012

My name is (your first and last name) and I am a mathematics educator who resides in your district.

I am in support of modifications to Act 82 of 2012 that would eliminate tying student data directly to teacher
accountability. Teacher effectiveness is one of the most important factors in student learning and success.
Both teachers and students can benefit from a comprehensive system of teacher evaluation that considers data
over time from multiple domains of professional practice, such as evidence of teachers’ use of the eight
effective teaching practices outlined in NCTM’s Principles to Actions. Unfortunately current evaluation
mandates that include students’ test scores obscure the fact that many factors need to be considered in the
evaluation of teachers of mathematics. Professional growth and support should be the foremost goals of this
evaluation process, which should be led by those knowledgeable about effective mathematics instruction.

Sincerely,

SIGN YOUR NAME
Print your name
Street address
City, State, Zip code
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Kind words never wear out the tongue.

Dear (Representative/Senator) (Last name):

Introduction to TI-84 Calculator Activities

FRINGE THOUGHT: Ideas bring in nothing unless carried out.

Amanda Schantz
This semester was my last as an undergraduate student at Temple University and it was my favorite because I was student teaching. I was assigned to a magnet high school in South Philadelphia and I had the privilege of teaching three Algebra 1 classes. My students responded well to the calculator activities that I created,
even though most of them had little to no experience using TI-84’s.
The “Linear Functions and Systems of Linear Functions on the TI-84 Calculator” activity was designed to
review Linear Functions and Systems of Linear Functions. I introduced it after the students learned how to
solve systems of equations graphing by hand, using the substitution method, and the elimination method. Although this was a guided activity, I provided my students with step-by-step written instructions on their
handout for their reference during and after the lesson. We did two problems together, both in which I guided
my students, and then I had them do a challenge problem in pairs. The lesson wrapped up by a few students
volunteering to present their work for the challenge problem to the class, followed by two other pairs modeling
how to do the problem using the substitution and elimination method.
The “Exponential Functions on the TI-84” activity was created as a precursor to Exponential Growth and
Decay Functions. My students had learned about general exponential functions the previous day, but this was
their first exposure to growth and decay. I guided the class through two examples and wrapped the lesson up
with a discussion about the types of graphs.
Both calculator activities proved to be engaging and effective. Not only was I thrilled to see their excitement about doing math, especially since most of them had previously expressed their frustration with it, but I
was in awe when my students took initiative in helping each other and volunteered to present their work. This
may or may not already be an understood expectation that you have for your students, but it was a goal I had
finally reached with mine. When I started teaching at the school, my freshman students were still adapting to
the school and each other. Some of them were the only ones that came from their previous school and others
were reserved. However, I was determined to establish a classroom environment where each of my students
felt safe, valued, comfortable, and in control of their education. It was through activities, such as the two I
share on the following pages, that I continued to progress toward my objective. I hope you will also enjoy
them with your students!
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FRINGE THOUGHT: If we don’t appreciate what we have, we could be miserable in paradise.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: The trouble with experience is that it usually teaches you something you really didn’t want to know.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Do not let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: How well you like hard work often depends on whether you are doing it or paying for it.

FRINGE THOUGHT: As I grow older, I pay less attention to what people say. I just watch what they do.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: What you see often depends on what you’re looking for.

"Reprinted with permission from (enter name of article, etc.), copyright (enter date of article), by
the National Council of the Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). All rights reserved."
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Happiness consists not in possessing much, but in being content with what we possess.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Why can’t life’s big problems happen when we’re teenagers and know everything?

FRINGE THOUGHT: So often we seek a change in our condition, when what we need is a change in our attitude.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: The reason a dog has so many friends is because he wags his tail instead of his tongue.

"Reprinted with permission from (enter name of article, etc.), copyright (enter date of article), by
the National Council of the Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). All rights reserved."
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Don’t count your years. Make your years count.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: The great pleasure in life is doing what people say you can’t do.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Giving our best today is the recipe for a better tomorrow.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Success comes in cans, not in cant’s.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Some people live by the “sheep syndrome” – nobody wants to be first to do anything.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Only a child can catch a raindrop or see any value in puddles.

FRINGE THOUGHT: If a man can see both sides of a problem, you know that none of his money is tied up in it.

Spring 2017
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Make the most of all that comes and the least of all that goes.

FRINGE THOUGHT: If we could have half our wishes, chances are we’d double our troubles.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Today is the tomorrow you worried abut yesterday—and now you know why.

FRINGE THOUGHT: We grow a little every time we do not take advantage of somebody’s weakness.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Too many people spend their time like it wasn’t worth anything—and their money like it was .

FRINGE THOUGHT: Ideas are funny things; they don’t work unless you do.
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Introducing Students to Quantifying Economic Inequality:
Calculating and Interpreting the Gini Coefficient

FRINGE THOUGHT: A gem cannot be polished without friction, nor a person perfected without trials.

Gopalan Kutty and Philippe Savoye
Introduction
In this article, we describe how the coverage of introductory descriptive statistics can be
supplemented by introducing students to the Gini coefficient, which is commonly used to measure
the level of inequality in the incomes among different members of a society.
Students are often introduced to the notion of the arithmetic mean, a commonly used measure of
central tendency, at an early age. If we consider a group of n people whose incomes are the
elements of the set
,
then the mean income can be calculated by adding all of the incomes and then dividing by the
number of incomes, as is described in (1) below.

.
(1)
Discussion of measures of dispersion often begins with the variance, which can be found by
adding the squared deviations from the mean and then dividing by the number of people minus 1, as
is shown in (2).
(2)
The standard deviation can be obtained by taking the square root of the variance, as is indicated
in (3).
(3)
The Gini coefficient G (Gini Coefficient of Inequality, 2017) is defined by the relation
.

(4)

Substituting (1) into (4) yields the equivalent form

Equation (5) is more concation errors obtained in cal-

.
(5)
venient than (4) in calculating Gini coefficients, as round-off or trunculating

are not be propagated in determining the value of G.

It can be shown (Yotopoulos and Nugent, 1976) that the condition
holds for all populations; lower values of G are associated with lower levels of income inequality. A
value of 0.00 would pertain to an egalitarian society in which all members received exactly the same
income, whereas a value of 1.00 would be obtained in a society with the most extreme inequalities
conceivable.
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EXAMPLE 1.
For our first group, we will assume that the 25 chips are allocated as follows:
{7,

6, 5, 4, 3}.

The mean can easily be shown to be 5.0.
The calculation of the variance and standard deviation can be more easily be illustrated if the data
and intermediate values are tabulated as is shown below.

Total
Table 1: Income levels, deviations and squared deviations.
Students can be guided to fill in the table above, and then use (2) to calculate the variance and
(3) to calculate the standard deviation.
;
.
These preliminary exercises can serve as a springboard for calculating the Gini coefficient G
using (5), as is shown below.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Why is it that the fewer the facts, the stronger the opinion?

Carrying out the computations involved in calculating the variance of a set of incomes using (2)
should provide a transition that would facilitate students’ efforts to calculate Gini coefficients using
(5).
Examples of Group Work
The notion of quantifying income inequality through the Gini coefficient for large populations is
abstract, and would be especially difficult to visualize for students who are beginning their studies of
descriptive statistics. In order to make such a calculation seem more tangible, instructors could
divide their classes into small groups and assign to each group a fixed number of poker chips. We
will, for the purpose of illustration, assume that each group has five students (n = 5), and will
consider different distributions of 25 poker chips among members in each case. The number of
chips received by the kth student will be interpreted as this student’s income, and will be denoted by
ik .

FRINGE THOUGHT: The greatest ability is dependability.

EXAMPLE 2.
Our next group will be assigned the distribution {1, 2, 5, 8, 9}.
Students could work as a group to determine that the mean, variance and standard deviation are
5.0, 12.5, and 3.5, respectively, using the work presented in the solution of the previous example as
a model. They would observe that both measures of dispersion are notably larger than those
obtained by the group in example 1.
The Gini coefficient G can be calculated as follows:

.
We note that the Gini coefficient is significantly higher for this group than for that of example 1, a
reflection of the fact that the income disparities are much more extreme for our current example.
Nevertheless, 92 nations currently have Gini coefficients exceeding this value (CIA Fact Book,
2017). This observation sheds insight regarding the severity of the levels of economic inequality
that characterize most nations.
We next consider a group in which there are no economic inequalities.
EXAMPLE 3.
This group will consider the distribution {5, 5, 5, 5, 5}.
For this uniform data set, students will be able to confirm that the mean, variance and standard
deviation are 5.0, 0.0, and 0.0, respectively. Given that we have a situation of “perfect equality”, it
seems intuitively plausible that the Gini coefficient will attain the value zero. Nevertheless, this can
be verified by direct calculation, as is shown next.

.
After having examined a (somewhat utopian) case in which all participants have identical
incomes, we present one characterized by draconian inequalities.
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EXAMPLE 4.
In this group, all of the total income shall be received by one of the five people. The corresponding
distribution is {0, 0, 0, 0, 25}.
As in all the previous examples, the mean is 5.0. The variance and standard deviation are a
whopping 125.0 and 11.2, respectively. Students could be guided through the calculation of the
Gini coefficient. The details are presented below.

The fact that this value is close to 1.00 is an indication of very high levels of income inequality.
Assuming that negative incomes are not possible, then the exact value of G = 1.00 cannot be
attained for a group of finite size. Readers may verify by direct calculation that in groups in which all
of the income is received by only one member, the value of G approaches 1.00 as the group size
becomes larger. It would be beneficial for instructors to examine such cases for group sizes of 6, 7
and 8.
Although the group size used in our examples is infinitesimally small in comparison with the
populations of nations, the calculations are still beneficial in that they allow students to understand
the procedure by which values of G are obtained, as well as to determine whether the Gini
coefficient of a given nation represents low, moderate or high levels of inequality. Additionally, the
algorithm by which the Gini coefficient is calculated for a nation often involves dividing the
population into different income brackets, tabulating the number of citizens falling into each one,
and using the median value of each bracket as the base values of income, so that the actual details
of the computations resemble those of our examples.
Conclusions
The Gini coefficient is much more appropriate than commonly used measures of dispersion in
quantifying economic disparities, as it measures relative inequality instead of absolute inequality. It
is therefore possible to make meaningful comparisons in the income distribution of a country over
two different historical periods, as well as between nations or regions of the world with different
currencies or vastly dissimilar populations or levels of development.
Whereas using the standard deviation divided by the mean as a measure of economic inequality
is only appropriate in populations whose income is normally distributed, the Gini coefficient is a
meaningful indicator of inequality for all income distributions (Yotopoulos and Nugent, 1976).
Coverage of the Gini coefficient allows mathematics instructors to call to their students’ attention
the human dimension of the discipline, as well as to relate their courses to the social sciences and
history curriculum. Examining the Gini coefficients of a given nation at different times will help
students to grasp the extent to which income inequality has worsened in developed nations in the
past three decades, and comparing the coefficients of different nations will enable classes to
quantify the profound inequalities that characterize our planet (Stiglitz, 2012).
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FRINGE THOUGHT: It’s what you learn after you know it all that counts.

.

FRINGE THOUGHT: The older a man gets, the farther he had to walk to school as a boy.

Living and teaching in Latin America or India has made us painfully familiar with the tragic
consequences of inequality on the lives of millions of people. We believe that coverage of the Gini
coefficient will allow mathematics instructors to raise students’ sensitivity to the plight of the less
fortunate throughout our planet.
References
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FRINGE THOUGHT: To learn what money is worth, try to borrow some.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: If you scatter thorns, don’t go barefoot.

"Reprinted with permission from (enter name of article, etc.), copyright (enter date of article), by
the National Council of the Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). All rights reserved."
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FRINGE THOUGHT: The expert in anything was once a beginner.
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FRINGE THOUGHT:
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Being right occasionally is not enough. A stopped clock is right twice a day.

FRINGE THOUGHT: Humility is a strange thing—when you think you’ve gained it, you’ve lost it.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: Swallowing angry words is a lot easier than having to eat them.

Dual Representations
Clarence Lienhard and Ken Sullins
In base 10 it is common to show that

0 .9  1 .

We can do the same type of calculation in base 16. Recall, 10

(one zero) in base 16 has the value 16 in base 10 and F in base 16 has the value 15 in base 10. Let

x  0 .F

in

base 16. Thus
10 x



F .F

 x



.F

Fx



F

base. Consider base n where n is a natural number greater than 1. Note that 10 in base n is n in base 10. Let d
in base n be such that when converted to base 10 it is n - 1. Let

x  0 .d .

By the same type of calculation x = 1.

One area in mathematics where dual representations play a role is in the Cantor Ternary set (Gelbaum &
Olmsted, 1964, p. 85-86).
References
Gelbaum, B. R. & Olmsted, J. M. H. (1964). Counterexamples in analysis. San Francisco, CA: Holden Day,
Inc.
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FRINGE THOUGHT: A government expert is one who can complicate simplicity.

and so, x = 1.
Dual representations (the same number in the same base having two different expansions) happen in every

FRINGE THOUGHT: Experience is truly the best teacher. And one of its lessons is that you’ll never finish your education.

Affiliate Information
Mathematics Educators at Millersville University (MEMU)
By: Christine Persun
This year in Mathematics Educators at Millersville University, also known as MEMU (NCTM Charter #432),
the organization was busy planning events to not only benefit themselves as future teachers, but also the
community. In the fall of 2016, the organization planned and put on the third math fair at Wickersham Elementary
School in the School District of Lancaster that contained approximately 25 games and hosted approximately 80
students from grades 1 through 5. The event was just as successful as previous years. The games were developed
by MEMU students and incorporated algebraic, arithmetic, and geometric ideas to make learning math easy and
fun for young learners. Because there was such a range in the ages of the students, members of MEMU needed to
vary the questions in their games to accommodate all grades. To encourage students to involve themselves in the
games and try as many as possible, stickers were handed out upon completion of a game that could then be
exchanged at the end of the fair for prizes. This was also a useful method because young students quickly
identified which games and concepts they preferred to others. For example, some students liked the geometric
games better than the algebraic ones. This game-based learning method allows students to make connections with
academic material and the concept of play, which encourages them to retain information in a fun and easy way.
Other volunteer opportunities this year included proctoring and grading exams for a local Math Counts
competition, Math Contest for high school students, and judging a local STEM fair.
This year was spent exploring professional development opportunities and conduct useful activities that would
aid in the journey toward becoming teachers. During monthly meetings when time was not spent planning
community events or fundraising events for the organization, current teachers came to meetings to discuss keeping
students engaged in the classroom and the best forms of instruction for teachers to use. Visitors also came to
discuss professional development and opportunities to incorporate mathematics into the classroom in ways beyond
the textbook, including a night on solving the classic Rubik’s Cube facilitated by Mrs. Nicole Reppert. Not only
were these activities fun and engaging, but they helped to develop the knowledge of members to seek out ways to
direct instruction through nontraditional means.
Next year for MEMU, the organization plans to continue volunteering with local schools to promote a fun
view of mathematics by putting on another math fair at a local elementary school and helping out at local school
functions. Members also plan to continue moving toward developing their personal professional development
skills so they can become the best teachers they can possibly be.

October 25, 2016—Math Fair at Wickersham Elementary School.
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Kutztown University National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
By: Amanda Romano
The Kutztown University National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Student Affiliate serves pre-service
teachers at Kutztown University. The student organization is led by a board of elected students and co-advised by
Michele White of the Elementary Education Department and Mark Wolfmeyer of the Secondary Education
Department. The organization meets 3-4 times each semester. The students create math based lessons focused on
specific concepts. Math activities focus on best practices and engaging future students.
This year the organization is presenting at the Eastern Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Conference on April 22nd at Kutztown University. This presentation has interactive lessons that integrate literacy
and environmental themes in mathematics for grades through K-8. Mini lesson activities will be demonstrated with
the opportunity to participate on different mathematical concepts that tie into the environmental theme. Some
mathematical topics include 1-1 correspondence, place value, probability, and graphing. As a takeaway the
participants at the conference will be able to take our ideas and implement them into their own classrooms.

Laurel Highlands Mathematics Alliance Update
LHMA has revived its Try-Math-a-Lot problem solving competition for sixth and seventh graders,
co-sponsored by Mathematics Departments of the University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown and St. Francis University.
The event will be held May 10, 2017 in a new evening format from 3:45-7:45pm at Central Cambria Middle
School in Ebensburg, PA. To register your school or for more information, contact President Jessie Minor at
jminor315@gmail.com or Ms. Linda Tully at lintully@pitt.edu .
Plans have begun for LHMA’s Fourth Annual Math Educator Mini-Conference, which has been moved to the
fall. It will be held in October 2017 will more details to be determined soon.
Submitted by,
Nina Girard, PCTM/NCTM Representative
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FRINGE THOUGHT: A budge offers a way to go broke methodically.

Top Row (left to right): Shannon McCray, Kelly Wall, Emily Banta, Rebecca VanDerWerf, Megan Tiwold, Liz
Mikitish, Ed Anderscavage
Bottom Row (left to right): Kim Delatores, Amanda Romano, Devin Beattie

Submissions Solicited for PCTM Magazine
Since the 1990’s, the Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematics (PCTM) has produced the
PCTM Magazine for our members. Our mission is to promote mathematics education in Pennsylvania. In the
magazine we accomplish this by publishing edited articles by leading authors and local news from around the
state. PCTM is committed to improving mathematics instruction at all levels. We place an emphasis on
classroom activities that are aligned to the Pennsylvania Core State Standards and the NCTM Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics.
You are invited to submit articles for consideration for publication in the PCTM Magazine. This
publication provides an excellent opportunity for you to share your ideas with the ever-growing number of
colleagues dedicated to improving mathematics education in Pennsylvania. Any topic of interest to teachers of
mathematics, especially K-12 classroom teachers in Pennsylvania, is suitable subject material. All readers are
encouraged to contribute articles and opinions for any section of the magazine. Teachers are encouraged to
submit articles for Voices From the Classroom, including inspirational stories, exemplary lessons, or
management tools.
Original artwork on the cover is another way teachers may contribute. We publish the magazine three
times each school year, in the winter, spring, and fall.
Deadline for submissions:
Fall, August 15
Winter, December 15
Spring, April 15
Author Guidelines:
Manuscript Format: Manuscripts should be double-spaced, with 1-inch margins on all sides, typed in
12-point font and follow the APA 6th Edition style guide. Manuscripts should be submitted in Microsoft
Word. If you have a picture or graphic in the text, please include the original picture(s) in a separate file. A
cover letter containing author’s name, address, affiliations, phone, e-mail address, and the article’s intended
audience should be included in the e-mail.
Manuscript Submission: Manuscripts should be submitted electronically as an e-mail attachment to
pctm.editor@gmail.com. Receipt of manuscripts will be acknowledged. After review by the editors, authors
will be notified of a publication decision.
Dates of Upcoming Conferences
11th Annual PAMTE Conference, May 17-18, 2017, Shippensburg, PA
MAA MathFest, July 26-29, 2017, Chicago, IL
66th Annual PCTM Conference, August 2-3, 2017, Harrisburg, PA
NCTM Regional Conference, October 18-20, 2017, Orlando, FL
Preservice Teacher Day (for the Eastern part of PA), October 21, 2017, Millersville University
Preservice Teacher Day (for the Western part of PA), October 21, 2017, Indiana University of PA
EPaDel (Eastern Pennsylvania Delaware section of the Mathematical Association of America) November 18, 2017, Shippensburg
University
Joint Mathematics Meeting January 10-13, 2018, San Diego, CA
NCTM Annual Meeting April 25-28, 2018, Washington, DC
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